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ABSTRACT
In telecommunications, diversity combining for multiple re-
ceiving antennas is a commonly used technique to achieve
robustness for fading channels. This paper proposes a fre-
quency domain diversity approach for two or more micro-
phone signals, e.g. for in-car applications. The microphones
should be positioned separately to insure diverse signal con-
ditions. This enables a better compromise for the micro-
phone position with respect to different speaker sizes and
noise sources. The microphone signals are weighted with
respect to their signal-to-noise ratio and then summed simi-
lar to maximum-ratio-combining. The output SNR is signifi-
cantly improved compared to single microphone noise reduc-
tion systems, even if one microphone is heavily corrupted by
noise.

1. INTRODUCTION

For safety and comfort reasons, hands-free telephone sys-
tems should provide the same quality of speech as conven-
tional fixed telephones. In practice however, the speech qual-
ity of a hands-free car kit heavily depends on the particular
position of the microphone. Speech has to be picked up as
directly as possible to reduce reverberation and to provide
a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio. The important question,
where to place the microphone inside the car, is, however,
difficult to answer. The position is apparently a compromise
for different speaker sizes, because the distance between mi-
crophone and speaker depends significantly on the position
of the driver and therefore on the size of the driver. Further-
more, noise sources like airflow from electric fans or car win-
dows have to be considered. Good noise robustness of single
microphone systems requires the use of single channel noise
suppression techniques, most of them derived from spectral
subtraction [1]. Such noise reduction algorithms improve the
signal-to-noise ratio, but they usually introduce undesired
speech distortion. Microphone arrays can improve the per-
formance compared to single microphone systems. Never-
theless, the signal quality does still depend on the speaker
position. Moreover, the microphones are located in close
proximity. Therefore, microphone arrays are often vulner-
able to airflow that might disturb all microphone signals.

Alternatively, multi microphone setups have been pro-
posed that combine the processed signals of two or more
separate microphones. The microphones are positioned sepa-
rately (e.g. 80cm apart) in order to ensure incoherent record-
ing of noise [2, 3, 4, 5]. Similar multi channel signal process-
ing systems have been suggested to reduce signal distortion
due to reverberation [6, 7]. For hands-free car kits, this di-
versity technique also enables a better compromise for the
microphone position with respect to different speaker sizes,

noise sources, and sources of airflow.
In this paper we consider a diversity technique that com-

bines the processed signals of several separate microphones.
As we focus on in-car applications our aim is noise robust-
ness. A major issue of multi microphone setups with spread
microphones is the coherent addition of the signals [4, 5].
This requires a reliable estimate of the phase differences.In
situations where one of the microphone sources is heavily
corrupted by noise, this phase estimation is particularly dif-
ficult. Therefore, we propose an incoherent combination of
the microphone signals. The input signals are used to esti-
mate the power spectrum of the speech signal. The phase of
the output signal is the noisy phase of one of the input signals
as with most single channel noise suppression techniques.

In section 2, we revise the basic concept of maximum-
ratio-combining as required for the following discussion.
Some measurement results for the car environment are dis-
cussed in section 3. These results motivate spectral diversity
combining for multi microphone systems. In the subsequent
sections 4 to 6, we describe the signal processing compo-
nents required for the proposed diversity combining. That
is, we consider the design of appropriate signal weights and
noise suppression filters based on the noisy observations. Fi-
nally, we present some simulation results in section 7.

2. MAXIMUM-RATIO-COMBINING

In telecommunications, the method of diversity combining
for multiple receiving antennas is well known. The sig-
nals from each channel are added together, using different
weights for each channel. The gain of each channel is pro-
portional to the signal level and inversely proportional tothe
noise level in that channel. From communication theory we
know that maximal-ratio-combining (MRC) is the optimum
combiner for independent AWGN channels [8].

It is worthwhile to consider this communication situation
for a moment. We assume a scenario withM sensors. Letx
be the transmitted symbol. The received symbolyi from the
ith sensor is

yi = hix+ni ,

where hi is the complex channel coefficient modeling the
channel from the transmitter to theithsensor.ni is the noise
at the ithsensor. Usually, it is assumed that the channel is
randomly varying in time, buthi is known at the receiver. On
each receiving antenna, the noise is a Gaussian random vari-
able with zero mean and varianceσ2

n . With maximal-ratio-
combining the estimated (equalized) symbol ˆx is obtained by
the weighted sum

x̂ =
M

∑
i=1

giyi .
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SNR IN 100km/h 140km/h defrost
SNR small speaker 3.9/3 2.0/0 4.4/1.8
SNR tall speaker 2.9/9.0 0.9/7.6 3.4/9.5

Table 1: Input SNR values [dB] from mic. 1/mic. 2 for typical
background noise conditions in a car.

The weightsgi depend on the channel coefficientshi

gi =
h∗i

∑M
j=1 | h j |2

whereh∗i is the complex conjugate of the channel coefficient
hi . We therefore have

x̂ =
h∗1

∑M
i=1 | hi |2

y1 +
h∗2

∑M
i=1 | hi |2

y2 + . . .

=
h∗1

∑M
i=1 | hi |2

(h1x+n1)+
h∗2

∑M
i=1 | hi |2

(h2x+n2)+ . . .

= x+
h∗1

∑M
i=1 | hi |2

n1 +
h∗2

∑M
i=1 | hi |2

n2 + . . . .

The estimated symbol ˆx is therefore equal to the actually
transmitted symbolx plus some weighted noise term.

The overall signal-to-noise ratio of the combined signal is
simply the sum of the signal-to-noise ratios of theM received
signals [8].

3. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

The basic idea of our spectral combining approach is to ap-
ply MRC to speech signals. This is motivated by the mea-
surement results presented in table 1. This table contains the
average SNR values for different noise conditions typical in
a car. For these measurements we used two cardioid micro-
phones with positions suited for car integration: One micro-
phone (denoted bymic. 1) was installed close to the inside
mirror in the head unit. The second microphone (mic. 2) was
mounted at the A-pillar. With an artificial head we recorded
speech samples in two different seat positions. Therefore we
considered two speaker sizes: a tall speaker of about 194cm
height and a small speaker of 164cm. With respect to three
different background noise situations, we recorded driving
noise at 100km/h and 140km/h. As third noise situation we
considered the noise which arises from an electric fan (de-
froster). For all recordings we used a sampling rate of 11025
Hz. Apparently, for tall speakers the microphone position 2
is the preferred position. For small speakers the position 1
provides the better results.

The SNR differences are even more pronounced when we
consider the SNR versus frequency as for example depicted
in Fig. 1. From this figure we observe that the SNR values are
quite distinct for these two microphone positions with differ-
ences of up to 10dB depending on the particular frequency.
We also note that the better microphone position is not obvi-
ous in this case, because the SNR curves cross several times.

Theoretically, a MRC combining of the two input signals
would result in an output SNR equal to the sum of the input
SNR values. With two inputs, MRC achieves a maximum
gain of 3dB for equal input SNR values. In case of the input
SNR values being rather different, the sum is dominated by
the maximum value. Hence, for the curves in Fig. 1 the out-
put SNR would essentially be the envelope of the two curves.
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Fig. 1: Input SNR values for a driving situation at a car speed of 100km/h.

4. SPECTRAL COMBINING

The results of the previous section motivate a diversity tech-
nique that combines the processed signals of the different mi-
crophones in the frequency domain. Ideally we would apply
maximum-ratio-combining for each frequency. The problem
at hand is that different to the situation in radio communica-
tion we have no means to explicitly estimate the room trans-
fer characteristic for our microphone system. In this section,
we show that MRC combining can be achieved without ex-
plicit knowledge of the acoustic channels. The weights for
the different microphones can be calculated based on an es-
timate of the signal-to-noise ratio for each microphone.

We consider the spectrum of the microphone signal

Yi( f ) = Hi( f )X( f )+Ni( f ),

whereX( f ) andNi( f ) are the spectra of the speech signal
and the noise at theithmicrophone, respectively.Hi( f ) is the
channel transfer function, i.e. the Fourier transform of the
impulse response from the speaker to theithmicrophone.

With MRC we would weight each microphone input sig-
nalYi( f ) with the gain factor

Gi( f ) =
H∗

i ( f )

∑M
j=1 | H j( f ) |2

. (1)

In general, the MRC weighting and the coherent addition re-
quire exact knowledge of the absolute value and the phase
of Hi( f ). With speech signals we have no means to explic-
itly estimate the transfer functionsHi( f ) from the speaker to
the ithmicrophone. We therefore estimate the gain factor (1)
based on the signal-to-noise ratios of the microphone signals.

Let

γi( f ) =
E

{

| Hi( f )X( f ) |2
}

E{| Ni( f ) |2}

denote the signal-to-noise-ratio for theithmicrophone at fre-
quency f . For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the
speech signal and the noise signals are stationary processes
with zero mean, where the noise power is the same for all
microphones. Furthermore, we assume that the speech sig-
nal and the channel coefficients are uncorrelated. Thus, we
obtain

γi( f ) =
E

{

| Hi( f )X( f ) |2
}

E{| Ni( f ) |2}
=

| Hi( f ) |2 PX( f )
PN( f )

, (2)

wherePX( f ) andPN( f ) are the power spectral densities of
the speech and noise process at frequencyf , respectively.
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We consider the weights

G̃i( f ) =

√

γi( f )

∑M
j=1 γ j( f )

(3)

Substitutingγi( f ) by equation (2) leads to

G̃i( f ) =

√

| Hi( f ) |2

∑M
j=1 | H j( f ) |2

=
| Hi( f ) |

√

∑M
j=1 | H j( f ) |2

.

Hence, with equation (1) we have

| Gi( f ) |= G̃i( f )
1

√

∑M
j=1 | H j( f ) |2

.

We observe that the magnitude of the weightG̃i( f ) is propor-
tional to the absolute value of the MRC weights according to
equation (1), because the factor

1
√

∑M
j=1 | H j( f ) |2

is the same for allM microphone signals. Consequently, co-
herent addition of the sensor signals weighted with the gain
factorsG̃i( f ) still leads to a combining, where the signal-
to-noise ratio at the combiner output is the sum of the input
SNR values. Thus, we obtain the overall SNR

γ( f ) =
M

∑
i=1

γi( f ). (4)

5. NOISE SUPPRESSION

Maximum-ratio-combining provides an optimum weighting
of the M sensor signals. However, it does not necessarily
suppress the noisy signal components. We therefore combine
the spectral combining with an additional noise suppression
filter. Of the numerous proposed noise reduction techniques
in the literature, we consider only spectral subtraction which
supplements the spectral combining quite naturally. With the
overall SNRγ( f ) the spectral subtraction filter for the com-
bined signal can be written as

GNS( f ) =

√

γ( f )
1+ γ( f )

. (5)

Multiplying this filter transfer function with equation (3)
leads to

Ĝi( f ) = G̃i( f )GNS( f )

=

√

γi( f )
γ( f )

√

γ( f )
1+ γ( f )

=

√

γi( f )
1+ γ( f )

. (6)

This formula shows that noise suppression can be introduced
by simply adding a constant to the denominator term in equa-
tion (3).

Most, if not all, implementations of spectral subtraction
are based on an over-subtraction approach, where an over-
estimate of the noise power is subtracted from the power
spectrum of the input signal [9]. Over-subtraction can be
included in equation (6)) by using a constantρ larger than
one. This leads to the final gain factor

Ĝi( f ) =

√

γi( f )
ρ + γ( f )

. (7)

The parameterρ does hardly affect the gain factors for high
signal-to-noise ratios retaining optimum weighting. For low
signal-to-noise ratios this term leads to an additional atten-
uation. The over-subtraction factor is usually a function of
the SNR, sometimes it is also chosen differently for different
frequency bands [10]. Nevertheless, a constant value in the
rangeρ ∈ [5,10] leads to reasonable results.

Real world speech and noise signals are non stationary
processes. For an implementation of the spectral weighting
we have to estimate the short-time power spectral densities
(PSD) of the speech signal and the noise components. How-
ever, only the noisy speech signals are available. We there-
fore have to estimate the current signal-to-noise ratio based
on the noisy microphone input signals. This is commonly
done by using voice activity detection (VAD, see e.g. [11])
or minimum statistics [12] to estimate the noise power spec-
tral densityE

{

| Ni( f ) |2
}

. The current signal-to-noise ratio
is then obtained by

γi( f ) =
E

{

|Yi( f ) |2
}

−E
{

| Ni( f ) |2
}

E{| Ni( f ) |2}
,

assuming that the noise and speech signals are uncorrelated.

6. MAGNITUDE COMBINING

Similar to the problem of SNR estimation the coherent sig-
nal combination requires an estimate of the phase differ-
ences of the input signals. Letφi( f ) denote the phase of
Hi( f )X( f ) at frequencyf . For signal processing of speech
signals our aim is usually not to restore the absolute phase
of the speech signal. Hence, it is sufficient to take care
of the phase differences between the microphone input sig-
nals. However, the phase differences can only be reliably
estimated during speech activity. Estimating the phase dif-
ferenceφ∆,i( f ) = φ1( f )−φi( f ),∀i = 2, . . . ,M

ejφ∆,i( f ) = E

{

Y1( f )Yi( f )∗

|Y1( f ) | |Yi( f ) |

}

leads to unreliable phase values for all time-frequency points
without speech activity. Diversity combining using this esti-
mate leads to additional signal distortions. A coarse estimate
of the phase difference can also be obtained from the time-
shift τi between the direct path components in both room im-
pulse responses. This time-shift can for example be found by
searching for the maximum value of the cross-correlation of
the two input signals. The estimate is thenφ∆,i( f ) ≈ 2π f τi .
Note that a combiner using these phase values would in a cer-
tain manner be equivalent to a delay-and-sum beamformer.
However, for distributed microphone arrays this phase com-
pensation leads to a poor estimate of the actual phase differ-
ence.
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Fig. 3: Output SNR values for spectral combining without additional noise
suppression (car speed of 100km/h,ρ = 0).

100km/h 140km/h defrost
SNR small speaker 3.4 0.6 2.7
SNR tall speaker 8.8 6.1 8.3

Table 2: Output SNR values [dB] for diversity combining
without additional noise reduction (ρ = 0).

We therefore use a simple magnitude combining ap-
proach, where the phase of the output signal is the noisy
phase of one of the input signals. Letφ1( f ) be the phase
of the first input signal. With magnitude combining we cal-
culate the combined signal as follows

X̂( f ) = Ĝ1( f )Y1( f )+ Ĝ2( f ) |Y2( f ) | ejφ1( f ) + . . .

+ĜM( f ) |YM( f ) | ejφ1( f )
. (8)

A corresponding processing system for two inputs is de-
picted in Fig. 2.

7. SIMULATION RESULTS

For our simulations we consider the same microphone setup
as described in section 3. For the spectral combining we used
an FFT length of 256 and a Hamming window for time win-
dowing.

Figure 3 presents the output SNR values for a driving
situation with a car speed of 100km/h. For this simulation
we usedρ = 0, i.e. spectral combining without noise sup-
pression. In addition to the output SNR, the curve for ideal
maximum-ratio-combining is depicted. This curve is simply
the sum of the input SNR values for the two microphones
which we calculated based on the actual noise and speech
signals. We observe that the output SNR curve closely fol-
lows the ideal curve but with a loss of 1-3dB. This loss is
essentially caused by the estimation of the power spectral
densities which is based on the noisy microphone signals.
Table 2 provides the average SNR values for all considered
driving situations. Comparing these results with the input
SNR values in table 1 we note that the output SNR is close
to the maximum of the input SNR values.

In the following we consider the spectral combining with
additional noise suppression (ρ = 10). Figure 4 presents the
corresponding results for a driving situation with a car speed
of 100km/h. The output SNR curve still follows the ideal
MRC curve but now with a gain of up to 5dB. More simula-
tion results are presented in Tab. 3 and Tab. 4. As an objective
measure of speech distortion we calculated the cosh spectral
distance (a symmetrical version of the Itakura-Saito distance)
between the power spectra of the clean input signal (without
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Fig. 4: Output SNR values for spectral combining with additional noise
suppression (car speed of 100km/h,ρ = 10).

100km/h 140km/h defrost
SNR small speaker 13.1/10.6 10.7/6.8 11.6/8.7
SNR tall speaker 12.3/17.0 9.7/13.3 10.8/15.6
dist. small speaker 1.8/2.0 1.8/1.9 1.2/1.3
dist. tall speaker 2.7/1.3 2.5/1.3 1.8/1.2

Table 3: Output SNR values [dB] and cosh spectral distances
for single channel noise reduction with input signal from
mic. 1/mic. 2, respectively.

reverberation and noise) and the output speech signal (filter
coefficients were obtained from noisy data).

Table 3 provides results for single channel noise reduc-
tion, where we used spectral subtraction as proposed in [11].
We observe from these results that the position of micro-
phone 1 would be a suitable compromise for both speaker
sizes, whereas position 2 would result in up to 5dB better
SNR for a tall speaker. The results for the diversity combin-
ing scheme are given in Table 4. The SNR values are slightly
better than the best value of the single channel noise sup-
pression, where the signal distortion is similar to the single
channel case. The speech is free of musical tones and sounds
more natural compared to ordinary spectral subtraction. The
lack of musical noise can also be seen in Fig. 5, which shows
the spectrograms of enhanced speech and the input signals.
The improved signal quality can be explained by the dere-
verberation effect of the diversity combining. The spectral
combining equalizes frequency dips that occur only in one
microphone input (compare Fig. 1 and Fig. 3).

8. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented a diversity technique that
combines the processed signals of several separate micro-
phones. The aim of our approach was noise robustness for
in-car hands-free applications, because single channel noise
suppression methods are sensitive to the microphone location
and in particular to the distance between speaker and micro-
phone.

100km/h 140km/h defrost
SNR small speaker 13.2 11.3 12.4
SNR tall speaker 17.6 15.8 17.5
dist. small speaker 1.3 1.4 1.6
dist. tall speaker 1.2 1.4 1.6

Table 4: Output SNR values [dB] and cosh spectral distances
for diversity combining (ρ = 10).
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Fig. 2: Basic system structure of the two-channel diversity system.
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Fig. 5: Spectrograms of the input and output signals (car speed of 100km/h,
α = 10).

We have shown theoretically that the proposed signal
weighting is equivalent to maximum-ratio-combining. Here
we have assumed that the noise power spectral densities are
equal for all microphone inputs. This assumption is of course
unrealistic. However, the simulation results for a two micro-
phone system demonstrate that a performance close to that of
MRC can be achieved with real world noise situations. These
results were obtained with an SNR estimate based on voice
activity detection and with magnitude combing, i.e. without
a phase estimation.

The proposed diversity scheme achieves better SNR val-
ues than the better of the two single channel systems and is
therefore less sensitive to varying speaker positions.
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